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Nick’s Practical Reloading Book
Our own technical editor Nick 
Harvey recently released his new 
Practical Reloading Manual with 
new and revised data. Now his 
10th Edition, it’s packed with data 
for both the rifle and pistol 
enthusiasts and also contains 
many popular “Wild Cat” and 
improved cartridges. This book 
features chapters like” Gear and 
Tips For Getting Started In 
Handloading” for the novice and all 
you’ll need to know about a wide 
range of related subjects including 
Bullet Seating, Care and 
Preparation of Brass Cases, Choice 
of Propellants and lots, lots more.

Nick also offers lots of advice 
and “How To’s” in this well prepared 
book, which also features a large 
selection of images. These including 
re-loading gear and a variety of 
hunting trophies he has taken over 
the years, as choosing the correct 
bullet for various game is also an 
important consideration. Add to all 
this, his long list of calibers, each 
with a selection of suited bullet 
weights, recommended powder 
charges and their respective muzzle 
velocities. As always, Nick 
demonstrates caution when 
reloading and advises a starting and 
maximum charge for each caliber 

while ensuring the best possible 
performance and accuracy.

I’ve always found Uncle Nick’s 
reloading manuals a lot more suited 
for us Aussies than most American 
reloading manuals as his book 
covers our powders and reloading 
gear that’s available here in 
Australia. Easy to follow and 
extremely informative, Nick Harvey’s 
Practical Reloading Manual-10th 
Edition is a must have for the 
novice or experienced reloader. 
To get your copy, ask at your local 
gun shop. Trade enquiries contact 
Outdoor Sporting Agencies or 
Cleaver Firearms.

Teznik Australia offer a range of innovative products to suit 
hunters, shooters and gun enthusiasts. Firstly, their optics range 
include binoculars, rifle scopes and even scope rings, all 
designed, engineered and assembled by King Optics in Canada. 
Another innovative product range from the boys at Teznik is the 
Bistoli accessories line that includes slings, bags, cartridge 
holders and a large selection of gun cleaning gear.

One product that caught my eye, however, was Bistoli’s Storm 
Shield Gun Cover. When out hunting I couldn’t tell you how many 
times I’ve been caught out in the rain and at times, snow and 
cursed the fact that my firearm and scope were getting wet. The 
Bistoli Storm Shield is made for those situations and will protect 
your firearm and optics from rain, snow, dust and scratched 
when in the field, yet provide quick and easy access to your 
firearm when required without having to un-zip and remove from 
a gun bag.

Unlike a gun case or bag, this cover is open along one end 
which allows you to shoulder your firearm via its sling yet offers 
protection from the elements. If and when you need to take a 
shot, simply un-sling off your shoulder, remove the cover and 
shoot. Made of a rip-stop fabric, the Storm Shield is suitable for 
firearms 39” to 56” in length, is scope compatible and thanks to 
an adjustable draw chord, compact and very lightweight. This 
innovative idea is born from experiences in the field and obviously 
made by hunters for hunters. Whether you’re travelling on a quad 
bike out on the dusty flats, backpacking into remote areas, or 
simply wish to protect your firearm from the elements when out 
bush, the Storm Shield will have you’re firearm covered. Available 
in Sand, Black or Digital Camo, the Bistoli Storm Shield retails for 
around $55.00. 
Ask to see them at your local gun shop. Trade enquiries contact 
Teznik Australia or visit www.teznik.com.au 
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